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Bird Ballad Scrappy Strips 

                 
Stamps: Free As A Bird, Here’s a Card Ink: Tuxedo Black, Pool Party Cardstock: Basic Gray, Pool 
Party, Whisper White, Bird Ballad Designer Accessories:  SNAIL,  Mini Stampin’ Dimensionals, 
Paper Snips, Clear Faceted Gems (retiring), 1” Circle Punch (retiring), 1 1/8” Scallop Circle Punch 
(retiring), Subtle 3D Embossing Folder, Paper Trimmer, Medium Whisper White Envelopes, Silicone 
Craft Mat. 
Measurements:   Basic Gray card base: 5 ½” x 8 /12”, scored and folded at 4 ¼” 
Pool Party  mat layer: 4” x 5” –need two   to punch greeting mat: scrap 
Whisper White layer: 3 ¾: x 4 ¾” –need two  to punch greeting: scrap 
Basic Gray “faux ribbon”: ¼” x 5 ½” 
Bird Ballad Designer scrappy strips: depending on the width of the strips, you will need 
approximately 7-10 at least ¾” x 5”  to cover envelope flap: 2 ¼” x 5 ¾” 
Stamping tips: 
Use paper trimmer to cut one side of each scrappy strip at a slight diagonal. Lay on white layer to with 
a thin end next to a thicker end to decide the order you want them. Adhere leaving a thin amount of 
white showing between each strip.  
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When you have filled the layer with strips, trim strips flush with edges of the layer using paper snips. 
Adhere to Pool Party layer. Adhere to card front. 

  
 Emboss the Basic Gray “faux ribbon” strip with the Subtle 3D Embossing Folder. Lay on Silicone 
Craft Mat to add adhesive. Adhere to lower card front. 

 
Stamp white scrap with “Hello there” using black ink. Punch with 1” Circle. Stamp flowers over 
greeting with Pool Party ink. Punch Pool Party with 11/8” Scalloped Circle Punch. Adhere to greeting  
circle. Adhere over faux ribbon with dimensionals. Add a Clear Facted Gem using a paper-piercing 
tool. Cut birds on the flowering branch from Bird Ballad designer using paper snips. Adhere over faux 
ribbon on the right side of card with mini stampin’ dimensionals. 

  
   
 



 

 

Stamp inside white layer with Here’s a Card sentiment and black ink. Stamp flowers with Pool Party 
ink. Stamp birds on branch with stamped-off Tuxedo Black  ink. Adhere to inside Pool Party layer. 
Adhere inside card. Add a single Bird Ballad scrappy strip to the lower edge of the white stamped 
layer. 

 
To add designer paper to the outside of the envelope flap, put adhesive closely around all four edges 
of the envelope flap. Lay designer paper as close to the fold as possible. Use the envelope flap edge 
as your guide to trim away excess with paper snips. Stamp front of envelope to match card.  


